Taste for a Cure 2018

We're pleased to share that the JCCF's signature event Taste for a Cure on Friday, April 27, was a great success! Paul Telegdy (President, Alternative and Reality Group, NBC Entertainment) was honored with the 2018 Gil Nickel Humanitarian Award, Multi-Michelin Star Chef and TV star Gordon Ramsay hosted, and global superstar Kelly Clarkson performed three of her hit songs. All proceeds from that night will fund highest priority cancer research at the JCCC, including Seed Grants and Impact Grants. A big thank you to all who participated in making this year's event a memorable and impactful one!

Researcher awarded $750k to advance melanoma treatments

Dr. Roger Lo to receive Abby and Howard Milstein Innovation Award for melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancer research

Professor elected to National Academy of Sciences for 2018
Utpal Banerjee among newest members honored by the academy in recognition of distinguished and continuing achievement in original research

Inhibiting metabolism effective in treating aggressive lung cancer

UCLA and Long Beach Memorial Medical Center collaborative study finds two targeted therapies could be more effective in combination

Discovery of four melanoma subtypes points to new treatments

UCLA researchers find cell subtypes that de-differentiate showed sensitivity to a type of self-inflicted cell death called ferroptosis
New rules for voicebox cancer

UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center physician-scientist Dr. Abie Mendelsohn and UCLA’s very own Random Voices sing some "New Rules" for helping reduce your risk for developing voice box cancer. Watch the video

Funding opportunities

As a member, you can access all the latest intramural and extramural research grant opportunities via our UCLA CCLE online resource

Learn

Members area

Learn all about the benefits and privileges that are available to you as a UCLA Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center member

Explore

Clinical trials at your fingertips

Connect you and your patients with clinical trials at UCLA. Our online search tool is easily accessible via all mobile devices
and tablets
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**Shared resources**

We provide several shared resources at JCCC, and over 70 additional shared resources at UCLA, to help support your research.
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